The spatiotemporal evolution of human mobility and the related fluctuations of population density are known to be key drivers of the dynamics of infectious disease outbreaks. These factors are particularly relevant in the case of mass gatherings, which may act as hotspots of disease transmission and spread. Understanding these dynamics, however, is usually limited by the lack of accurate data, especially in developing countries. Mobile phone call data provide a new, first-order source of information that allows the tracking of the evolution of mobility fluxes with high resolution in space and time. Here, we analyze a dataset of mobile phone records of ∼150,000 users in Senegal to extract human mobility fluxes and directly incorporate them into a spatially explicit, dynamic epidemiological framework. Our model, which also takes into account other drivers of disease transmission such as rainfall, is applied to the 2005 cholera outbreak in Senegal, which totaled more than 30,000 reported cases. Our findings highlight the major influence that a mass gathering, which took place during the initial phase of the outbreak, had on the course of the epidemic. Such an effect could not be explained by classic, static approaches describing human mobility. Model results also show how concentrated efforts toward disease control in a transmission hotspot could have an important effect on the large-scale progression of an outbreak.
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mobile phone call data | cholera epidemics | spatially explicit epidemiological models | waterborne disease H uman mobility is undisputedly one of the main spreading mechanisms of infectious diseases. Understanding the propagation of an epidemic in a population at any spatial scale of analysis inevitably calls for the understanding of the underlying mobility patterns (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Researchers have commonly focused on infectious diseases transmitted through direct contact between persons (e.g., refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] . The key role of human mobility has only recently been acknowledged also for water-related diseases (where transmission is mediated by water, which influences the habitat's suitability for the pathogen and/or its possible intermediate hosts), as highlighted by the development and widespread application of spatially explicit epidemiological models (7) (8) (9) (10) . Such models translate our comprehension of the mechanisms driving disease transmission [such as rainfall (10) ] and spread [such as hydrologic transport of pathogens (8, 11) besides human mobility] into a simplified mathematical form. They may be used not only to predict the spatiotemporal pattern of the spread of a disease (12) (13) (14) but also to test alternative model implementations (15) , or to evaluate the effects of various interventions on disease dynamics (16) (17) (18) .
To include population movement in epidemiological models, researchers often rely on approaches such as gravity (e.g., ref. 19) or radiation (20) models, where the fluxes between any two sites are expressed as a function of their relative distance and the embedded population distribution. Such models have primarily been developed and tested for countries in the western world, where transportation networks are dense and efficient, supraregional travel is cheap, and regular commuting patterns are predominant. Lack of data has so far frustrated a thorough validation of such models in the developing world, where mobility drivers and patterns may be different than those of western countries. In some applications, the absence of information about mobility fluxes has been circumvented by inferring the parameters of the mobility model directly from epidemiological data (9, 10, 17) . This, however, contributes to increasing uncertainty in model identification because many different factors concur in the spreading of an epidemic. Another important shortcoming of current mobility models is their inability to adapt to seasonal and subseasonal changes in mobility patterns.
With the increasing diffusion of mobile phones, which have become very widely used even in developing countries (21, 22) , a new source of information about human mobility has emerged. Each time a phone emits or receives a call or text message, the antenna that the cell phone is logged into is registered by the service provider, along with the time of the event (23) . It is thus possible to track the movement of cell phone users as they advance from antenna to antenna. Suitably aggregated and properly anonymized to prevent privacy issues (24) , a sample of this data can be used to estimate fluxes of people between areas in a region by assigning a set of antennas to each geographical area in the study domain (e.g., based on administrative boundaries). The resolution in time can be as high as the typical frequency of calls allows, whereas the spatial resolution is limited only by the typical distance between two antennas (23) . Using mobile phone records of a sufficiently large number of users, one can thus estimate human mobility fluxes with high accuracy, including spatiotemporal Significance Big data and, in particular, mobile phone data are expected to revolutionize epidemiology, yet their full potential is still untapped. Here, we take a significant step forward by developing an epidemiological model that accounts for the spatiotemporal patterns of human mobility derived by directly tracking properly anonymized mobile phone users. Such data allow us to investigate, with an unprecedented level of detail, the effect that mass gatherings can have on the spreading of waterborne diseases like cholera. Identifying and understanding transmission hotspots opens the way to the implementation of novel disease control strategies.
variability across a variety of scales (24) , and without resorting to any particular model.
A number of recent studies focus on the use of mobile phone data to extract human mobility patterns in developing countries at different scales in space and time (25) (26) (27) . Others compare the movement patterns extracted from mobile records to traditional data sources such as censuses (28) and surveys (29) . Several studies deal with the comparison with human mobility models (21, 30) . In the context of infectious disease spread in developing countries, this new source of information enables previously unseen kinds of analyses. Examples are the derivation of magnitude and destination of population fluxes following a sudden outbreak (25, 31) , and the quantification of the importance of human mobility and its seasonal variations on the spread of disease in terms of increased outbreak risk in and infectious pressure on connected areas (5, 30, (32) (33) (34) .
Mass gatherings, such as pilgrimages, sport events, or music festivals, can be critical in the spread of infectious diseases via various transmission routes (35, 36) . When it comes to orofecally transmitted diseases, such as shigellosis (37) or cholera (38, 39) , insufficient safe drinking water supply and sanitary infrastructure related to overcrowding are often the main causes of local disease outbreaks and subsequent spread by homecoming infected attendees. To model the effect of mass gatherings, one needs to account for the spatiotemporal dynamics of human mobility and the associated short-term fluctuations of population distribution. Mobility models and static data sources, such as censuses or surveys, are therefore unsuitable. Conversely, mobile phone records contain all required information at the desired timescales and thus represent an excellent new data source for epidemiological models.
Here, we study the cholera epidemic that spread throughout Senegal in 2005. A distinctive feature of this outbreak was its sudden flare. It started from the order of magnitude of hundreds of cases per week during the first 3 mo of the year, localized in the region of Diourbel and surroundings, and abruptly jumped to thousands of cases at the end of March, rapidly spreading to 10 out of 11 regions of the country, with over 27,000 reported cases (Table 1) . Anecdotal evidence (38, 40, 41) suggests that this first peak was related to a religious pilgrimage, the Grand Magal de Touba (GMdT), that took place in late March when an estimated 3 million pilgrims traveled to Touba in the region of Diourbel. During later stages, the outbreak evolved, showing distinct dynamics in different regions of the country, rainfall and the associated floods being important drivers, especially in the capital city of Dakar (39) .
Here we develop a spatially explicit, fully mechanistic model for the 2005 Senegal cholera outbreak, based on previous work (10, 14, 42) . In addition to human mobility, we take into account rainfall as an important driver of disease transmission (10, 39), and we incorporate the effect of overcrowding by assuming an increase in exposure and contamination rates caused by unusually high density of people, and the related pressure on water and sanitation infrastructures (Materials and Methods). Daily population fluxes between the 123 arrondissements of Senegal (Fig. S1A ) are estimated from a dataset of roughly 150,000 randomly selected mobile phone users tracked during the entire year 2013 (Materials and Methods and ref. 43 ). We specifically aim at testing the role played by human mobility and mass gatherings in the spread of a cholera epidemic, with implications for disease control. Fig 1 shows the evolution of the estimated number of mobile people (i.e., people having left their home arrondissement on a given day) throughout the year 2013. Seasonal fluctuations, weekly patterns, and sudden peaks can clearly be identified. The latter correspond to mass gatherings, most notably the GMdT [which took place twice in 2013 (Materials and Methods)], and during which the number of people traveling outside their home arrondissement almost doubles with respect to an average day. Fig. 1B shows the estimated fraction of people present in every arrondissement of Senegal during the GMdT. Major differences can be noted with respect to the yearly average (Fig. 1C) . People traveled to Touba from all over the country, and the estimated number of people present during the GMdT in the arrondissement where the city is located was nearly 6 times its usual population.
Results
Model results and estimated uncertainties of the best performing model are shown in Fig. 2 (total cases and the regions most severely hit) and Fig. S2 (all regions) . The values of the calibrated parameters are reported in Table S1 . The model accurately reproduces the important peak of cases in Diourbel coinciding with the GMdT (coefficient of determination between modeled and reported weekly cases R 2 = 0.78 in the region of Diourbel) as well as the spread of the disease throughout Senegal by pilgrims returning to their homes. The second peak, most probably related to the rainy season, is also well reproduced (R 2 = 0.72 in the region of Dakar). The overall value of R 2 , computed using all data points in all regions, is equal to 0.77. Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of cases in the country during the GMdT, and during two other key periods of the outbreak according to the reported cases and to our model.
A comparison of different models (Supporting Information and Table S2) shows that the ones including both human mobility fluxes between arrondissements and the effect of overcrowding outperform other models. Including either of the two mechanisms individually, however, is not sufficient to reproduce all features of the epidemic correctly (Fig. S3) . In addition, a model adopting a calibrated gravity model performs poorly compared with models using mobile phone data to estimate human mobility. The inclusion of rainfall as a driver of the disease enables our model to capture the autumn peak in addition to the one related to the GMdT (Table S2 and Fig. S3 ). Finally, it appears that both the correction of bias in mobile phone ownership and the calibration of the initial number of infected in Diourbel improve the model performance.
Potential effects of localized interventions in Touba during the GMdT, such as improving sanitation and access to clean drinking water (Materials and Methods), are reported in Fig. 2 . Under the assumptions of our model, these actions could have led to considerably lower numbers of new cases during the pilgrimage as well as all over the country during later stages of the outbreak (Supporting Information). For instance, a reduction of the rates of exposure and contamination by 10% (20%) in Touba during the GMdT could have led to a reduction of the total number of cases of 23% (38%) in Diourbel and 18% (34%) in the whole country ( Fig. S4 and Table S3 ). 
Discussion
The case study of the 2005 Senegal cholera outbreak illustrates the crucial role played by human mobility (and its spatiotemporal variability) in a cholera epidemic whose sudden flare and subsequent spread can be explained by the repercussions of a mass gathering that took place during the initial phase of the outbreak. Indeed, the temporary high density of people in Touba during the pilgrimage and the related pressure on water, sanitation, and health infrastructure are likely to have created favorable conditions for cholera transmission. After the initial peak, homecoming infected pilgrims spread the disease throughout vast parts of the country. No approach to quantify human mobility other than mobile phone data analysis could have provided the required level of detail to capture such phenomena. In addition, the comparison of different models shows that the actual epidemiological dynamic cannot be reproduced accurately without including mobility fluxes and the related effect of overcrowding, nor does the use of a gravity model lead to acceptable results.
The high temporal and spatial resolution of the mobility patterns extracted from mobile phone data allows identification of disease transmission hotspots suggesting intervention strategies to control the evolution of an epidemic, whose expected benefits can be evaluated using epidemiological models. In our case study, concentrated effort to reduce the transmission rate at the mass gathering site, for example, providing safe drinking water or sanitation for a higher number of people, could have had important effects, preventing numerous infections not only locally but throughout the whole country (Supporting Information).
Although our model has a high explanatory power at the whole-country scale and in regions with high cumulative incidence, it does not perform equally well in less affected regions. Although the timing of disease introduction and rainfall-related autumn peaks is well captured in all regions, the simulated temporal evolution of the number of cases deviates from the reported numbers of cases, especially in some of the regions less impacted by the disease. Possible reasons for this include higher influence A B C of demographic stochasticity when the number of infected is low (Supporting Information), but also biased case reporting and/or identification (39) in regions with lower numbers of cases or with low population density (e.g., Matam). Also, one should consider that our likelihood formulation emphasizes peak values because it includes a square error term (Supporting Information).
Even if mobile phone data provide an excellent source of information about human mobility, several downsides still exist. One of them is the strong assumptions (Materials and Methods and ref. 34 ) made when translating mobile phone records to human mobility patterns, especially considering that they are difficult to validate due to the lack of alternative data sources. Studies comparing different methods and their underlying assumptions would be necessary to determine the sensitivity of the resulting mobility patterns. In addition, a potential source of inaccuracy in the analysis of mobile phone data is the possible presence of a bias in device ownership. A Kenya-based case study (44) has shown that mobile phone owners are more likely to be wealthy, male, and well educated, and that a bias exists between urban and rural populations. Urbanites with higher incomes tend to travel more often and farther, leading to overestimations of frequency and distance of trips (45) . In our study, this effect was at least partially addressed by the introduction of a parameter (Materials and Methods) accounting for the underrepresentation of people staying at their home node. The values taken by this parameter during calibration might indeed indicate the presence of a bias, but might also be due to the fact that long-distance human mobility has played a major role in the propagation of the outbreak only during the pilgrimage, whereas local factors, such as precipitation and flooding, might have been more important in later stages. Additional sources of bias could arise from the fact that not all social classes are equally represented among the pilgrims (46), as well as from the uneven coverage of the mobile phone network between different areas of the country.
The reconstruction of the 2005 mobility matrix from that of 2013 (Materials and Methods) is based on the implicit assumption that general mobility patterns on relevant scales did not change significantly between the two years. Although several ways of reconstructing the 2005 mobility matrix have been compared (Supporting Information), their validity cannot be verified, due to the lack of alternative data sources. Among numerous factors that might have influenced mobility patterns is the cholera outbreak itself, which might have led to behavioral change of individuals in 2005, in turn affecting the disease dynamics (3, 42, 47) .
In conclusion, we demonstrate that mobile phone records allow for an accurate quantification of spatiotemporal fluctuations in human mobility, whether short term, seasonal, or during rare events such as mass gatherings. The resulting mobility patterns allow for a deeper understanding of epidemiological dynamics. Inclusion in epidemiological models is straightforward and may lead to higher accuracy with respect to other approaches, as human movement patterns can be directly derived from data rather than inferred from models (e.g., gravity or radiation).
Materials and Methods
Mobile Phone Data and Inference of Human Mobility Patterns. Human mobility has been estimated from a dataset containing the locations of calls and text messages (hereafter calls) made by 146,352 randomly selected users throughout the year 2013 at arrondissement level ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). The dataset has been temporarily released by an important Senegalese mobile phone provider, for the D4D-Senegal challenge (43) and can no longer be legally accessed. A record in the dataset consists of an anonymous user identification, a time stamp, and the arrondissement where the call was made. First the home of each user, e.g., the arrondissement where the most calls were made during night hours (1900 to 0700 hours), was determined. Then, for every day t, the quantity Q ij ðtÞ was computed as the number of calls made while in arrondissement j by users with home node i divided by the total number of calls made by users with home node i. Under the assumption that the number of phone calls made by a user while in arrondissement j is proportional to the time spent there, the value Q ij ðtÞ represents the community-level average fraction of time that users living in arrondissement i spend in arrondissement j during day t. Q ii ðtÞ thus represent the fraction of time spent at the home arrondissement (34) . The quantity Q ij ðtÞ is provided (Datasets S1 and S2) to ensure the reproducibility of the results only. For any other use, a request should be submitted to Orange/Sonatel.
As the Islamic calendar is based on a lunar scheme with 354 d per year, the dates of the pilgrimages change within every Gregorian year. The GMdT, for instance, took place twice in 2013, on January 1 and December 22, whereas, in 2005, it was held just once, on March 29. To develop a model for the 2005 cholera outbreak, it was thus necessary to reconstruct the 2005 mobility matrix accordingly. For the purpose of this study, we averaged the human mobility matrix throughout 2013, excluding only the periods of the two occurrences of the GMdT. We used the resulting mobility matrix for all days in Fig. S1C , and Table S4 ).
Spatially Explicit Epidemiological Model. The spatially explicit epidemiological model used herein builds on previous work (10, 14, 16, 42) . The model domain is the country of Senegal, each arrondissement (Fig. S1A, N = 123) being a node i with population H i (Supporting Information). The population of each node i is subdivided into three compartments, namely susceptibles S i , infected I i , and recovered R i . Every node is considered to have an ambient bacterial concentration B i of Vibrio cholerae. We thus get the following set of differential equations describing the evolution of 4 × N state variables (terms and parameters of the equations will be explained hereafter):
where
The population is assumed to be in demographic equilibrium, with per capita birth and natural death rate μ. Equations of different nodes are coupled via the human mobility matrix M ij ðtÞ, which is derived matrix Q ij ðtÞ estimated from mobile phone data. To account for a possible underestimation of the number of people staying at their home node due to, e.g., bias in mobile phone ownership (44, 45) , we introduce a calibration parameter c that relates the two matrices as follows:
M ii ðtÞ = cQ ii ðtÞ [8] M ij ðtÞ = c i ′ðtÞQ ij ðtÞ, j ≠ i [9] c i ′ðtÞ = 1 − cQ ii ðtÞ P h≠i Q ih ðtÞ , [10] where c i ′ðtÞ ensures that rows sum to 1. Susceptibles living at node i get infected at rate O i ðtÞF i ðtÞ. F i ðtÞ is the rate at which a person living at node i comes into contact with contaminated water at node j during day t and becomes infected depending on the bacterial concentration B j through a semisaturation function with parameter K and rate of exposure β. O i ðtÞ accounts for the effects of the increase in exposure and contamination rate due to the increased population density (overcrowding). This increase is modeled as an exponential function with the exponent composed of parameter ω and the number of people present at the node at time t divided by its actual population. We assume that only a fraction σ of infections are symptomatic. Asymptomatically infected hosts do not significantly contribute to the bacterial load in the environment, nor die of cholera (14, 16, 48) , and can thus, for the purpose of the model, be considered recovered immediately. Symptomatically infected people may recover at rate γ or die from cholera-unrelated causes at rate μ or from cholera at rate α, whereas those who recover lose their acquired immunity at rate ρ or die from causes not related to cholera.
Bacteria are shed at rate p by infected G i ðtÞ present at node i at time t and reach the local environmental compartment, whose size is proportional to the population H i with a proportionality constant a. The contamination of the environment is increased by local rainfall J i ðtÞ via parameter λ (10) (Supporting Information), and by overcrowding through the factor O i ðtÞ. The environmental bacteria population decays with rate μ B . We define B i * = B i =K.
Expressing the system of equations in this term, parameters a and K get absorbed in θ = p=aK so that the number of free parameters is reduced by 2.
The model (Eqs. 1-4) was solved numerically. Model outputs are the number of new cases per arrondissement and week, which are upscaled to the regional level for calibration and comparison with reported data (Table  1 and Supporting Information). Six parameters were estimated by using values from the literature, and another six were calibrated (Table S1 ), including the number of cholera cases present in the region of Diourbel in January 2005 (initial condition). Calibration was done using a method based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Supporting Information and ref. 49) .
To determine relevant processes to be included in the model and to find an appropriate compromise between accuracy and model complexity, hereby preventing overfitting, eight candidate models were compared using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (50) . Processes and mechanisms tested for their significance are the coupling of the local models in individual arrondissements through human mobility fluxes, the overcrowding effect, the correction of bias in mobile phone ownership, the inclusion of precipitation, and the calibration of the initial number of infected in Diourbel as a parameter. We also include a model that makes use of a gravity model instead of mobile phone data to determine human mobility. The model presented above (Eqs. 1-4) is selected as the best performing candidate. Descriptions of all other candidate models, as well as results of the model comparison, are reported in Supporting Information. A discrete, stochastic version of the model has also been implemented to verify the validity of the assumption of continuous variables underlying Eqs. 1-4, which proves reasonable (Supporting Information and Fig. S5 ).
Potential Effects of Local Interventions.
To investigate the potential effects of local interventions, we ran our best fit model with 10% and 20% reduction of the rates of exposure to contaminated water and bacterial shedding. Such reductions are assumed to be concentrated in Touba during the GMdT, and could have been achieved by providing additional drinking water and sanitation facilities to the pilgrims (Supporting Information).
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Initial Conditions
The initial conditions characterize the epidemiological state of the population at the beginning of January 2005. An initial number of cases was assigned to each arrondissement in Diourbel, the region where the first cases were reported, which was either manually fixed (one case per arrondissement) or calibrated (see Parameter Estimation and Table S2 ). The rest of the population is assumed to be susceptible. We consider that there is no initial immunity, because the last major cholera epidemic in Senegal had occurred in 1996 (38) and thus the period between the two events is much longer than reported immunity duration in endemic settings (52) . The initial bacterial concentration is assumed to be in equilibrium with the initial number of infected in absence of mobility: B i * , 0 = I i,0 θ=ðμ B H i Þ (10, 16).
Parameter Estimation
Although some parameters were assigned using values from the literature (Table S1 ), others (number depending on the model;
Model Selection and Table S2 ) were calibrated, including the initial number of cases in the region of Diourbel, equally distributed among arrondissements. Model calibration was performed using a parallel implementation of the MCMC method called emcee PT sampler (49) , which allows exchange of information among walkers.
To explore the largest possible portion of the parameter space, a total of 300 walkers running at three different "temperatures," which set the probability of accepting jumps to less favorable regions, and starting from the region of a well-performing handtuned parameter set were used. We used wide uniform priors (Table S1 ). The walkers were run up to visual convergence (5,000-8,000 iterations), and all but the last 1,000 iterations were discarded as burn-in. The models were evaluated against reported numbers of cases in all 11 regions. Weekly cumulative cases C i were computed from the model using the following equation:
where τ corresponds to the end of the week and Δt is 1 wk. The results were then upscaled from the arrondissement to the regional scale for comparison with reported cases. Model likelihood was computed assuming mutually independent, homoscedastic, and normally distributed residuals (53) across regions.
Model Selection
Processes. We compared the performance of eight different models with the goal of evaluating the importance of individual processes, namely bias correction, human mobility fluxes, overcrowding, and precipitation. The results are presented in Table  S2 . We evaluated models that consider mobile phone data to be unbiased (c = 1) (model B) or with a fixed initial condition (one initial case in each arrondissement of Diourbel, model C). In model D, the mobile phone data are used to determine temporal variations in population distribution due to human mobility, and thus to account for overcrowding, whereas the mobility fluxes between individual arrondissements are not considered. Model E includes mobility fluxes but not the overcrowding. Model F does not take into account human mobility at all. The absence of fluxes in models D and F leads to a de facto uncoupling of the local models, which makes it necessary to calibrate the initial number of cases and equally distribute them among arrondissements. Model G does not take precipitation into account, and Model H adapts the gravity model (see ref. 10 for implementation) instead of mobile phone data to determine human mobility. Fig. S3 shows the modeled cases for models D, E, and G.
Models were compared using the DIC (50, 54) as well as the coefficient of determination. DIC, which allows for the ranking of different models while preventing overfitting, is straightforward to compute from the output of our Bayesian calibration procedure, as it is based on the likelihood values of the posterior distribution. Results show that models including human mobility (to estimate fluxes between arrondissements and/or overcrowding effect) clearly outperform model F, which does not account for those effects. The gravity model does not provide an appropriate description of human mobility for the case of this study. Indeed, model H provides a reasonable fit for the region with the highest number of cases; however, lacking a proper description of spatiotemporal variations of human mobility, it does not correctly capture the spread of the disease to other regions. This also leads to convergence problems and unrealistic posterior parameter values. The overcrowding effect alone leads to a model performing relatively well (model D), which, however, does not correctly reproduce the spread of the epidemic, and which is outcompeted by models accounting also for human mobility fluxes between the arrondissements (models A and B). The bias correction of mobility data leads to a slight improvement in model performance, as does the calibration of the initial number of infected in Diourbel. Interesting insight is provided by the results of model G, implying that the overall results can still be reasonably good without rainfall, but that its addition is necessary to be able to capture the autumn peak in Dakar (among other regions), previously associated with rainfall (39).
Alternative Ways of Reconstructing the Mobility of 2005. The mobility matrix extracted from the mobile phone records contains information not only about mobility during exceptional events such as the GMdT or other pilgrimages (Fig. 2 ) but also about seasonal and subseasonal variations of mobility. To exploit this information, and to test if its use leads to improvements in model performance with respect to our baseline mobility matrix presented in Materials and Methods, we compared five alternative mobility matrices by incorporating them into our best performing model (A) and recalibrating the baseline mobility matrix, as presented in the Materials and Methods. For variant I, we averaged the human mobility matrix throughout 2013, excluding only the periods of the two occurrences of the GMdT. We used the resulting mobility matrix for all days in 2005, except for the period of the GMdT (± 3 d), which in turn was assigned the mobility of the GMdT that had taken place in December 2013. The purpose of this mobility matrix is to test if seasonal and subseasonal variations of mobility other than the GMdT should also be considered in our model (instead of assuming constant mobility throughout the year, except from the GMdT). For variant II, we thus first extracted the seasonal signal, defined as the mobility matrix excluding the effect of the GMdT as well as other important and clearly identifiable mobility pulses. We followed the following procedure: (i) exclusion of both editions of the GMdT and replacement by the average mobility of the previous and following weeks; (ii) step i with four other clearly identifiable mobility pulses caused by the following events: Gamou de Tivaouane, Magal de Porokhane, Magal de Kazu Rajab, and Magal de Darou Mouhty; (iii) step i with four irregularities present in the mobility matrix, identified by visual inspection, which might correspond to cell phone network breakdowns or electric power cuts; (iv) application of a 7-d moving average to smooth out the weekly cycle and get a purely seasonal signal, and (v) determination of individual contribution of the GMdT by subtracting the seasonal signal from the original mobility matrix during the period of the event.
The contribution of the GMdT in December 2013 was then added to the seasonal signal during the period of the GMdT 2005 to obtain a mobility matrix for the entire year 2005. Variant III was the same as variant II, except that, in addition to the GMdT, we also added the contribution of four other events (Gamou de Tivaouane, Magal de Porokhane, Magal de Kazu Rajab, and Magal de Darou Mouhty) to the seasonal signal; variant IV was the same as variant I, but without considering the GMdT, e.g., constant mobility throughout the year; and variant V was the same as variant II, but without considering the GMdT, e.g., considering the seasonal variation of mobility only.
Variants IV and V have been included to evaluate if the mobility during the GMdT is essential for our model to perform well. Results of the comparison are shown in Table S4 . A comparison of the countrywide number of mobile people every day according to variants I−III is shown in Fig. S1C .
The comparison of model performance under different assumptions about mobility shows that the inclusion of the GMdT in the mobility matrix is crucial for the model to perform well, but that including the baseline seasonality as well as additional but smaller mass gatherings decreases the model's ability to reproduce the data. This might be due to the fact that the seasonality in 2005 was different from the one in 2013, or that mobility was of high importance only during the GMdT but not during the rest of the year.
Impact of Reduced Transmission During the GMdT
We tested several scenarios to quantify the influence of control measures that could possibly have attenuated the 2005 cholera epidemic. Modeling results suggest Touba as a promising focal point for actions aimed at containing disease spread. Therefore, we focused our attention on interventions localized (in space and/or) time around the GMdT. We assume that by providing additional sanitation facilities and clean drinking water, a reduction of disease transmission through a reduced bacterial shedding rate (parameter θ), also accounting for a reduced contamination of environmental water bodies with fecal matter (16) , and through a reduced rate of exposure to contaminated water (parameter β) can be achieved. We run our best performing model reducing both relevant parameters by a varying percentage in Touba either only during the GMdT (±10 d) or throughout the year. The resulting numbers of avoided cases are shown in Fig. S4 and Table S4 . According to our model, the number of avoided cases increases with the duration of the interventions not only in Diourbel but throughout Senegal. When reducing exposure and contamination only during the GMdT, the number of avoided cases grows less rapidly than when applying the reductions throughout the year, which might be the result of less cases and smaller bacterial population in Touba just before the GMdT.
Effects of Demographic Stochasticity
To investigate the possible effect of demographic stochasticity associated with the discrete nature of the transmission processes, we implemented a discrete stochastic formulation of the model. In particular, we considered all possible discrete events (birth, death, infection, recovery, and immunity loss) and modeled their temporal occurrence using the Gillespie algorithm (55). Bacterial concentration was modeled as a continuous variable. Details on the model implementation can be found in Bertuzzo et al. (14) . Fig. S5 compares the results obtained with the continuous and the discrete formulations of model A. For the first half of the year, where the peak related to the pilgrimage occurs, the two formulations produce very similar patterns, with the discrete formulation expectedly exhibiting higher variance among different realizations. During the second half of the year, the number of cases predicted by the discrete model is slightly lower than that according to the continuous one. This difference is due to the fact that, according to the discrete model, the epidemic goes locally extinct during the low phase in some areas, whereas the continuous model predicts a small but positive prevalence of infection instead. With the arrival of rainfall, such areas show a much quicker response in the continuous model than in the discrete one.
The continuous approximation cannot correctly reproduce extinction dynamics. This causes slight discrepancies between the two model formulations. However, the main features of the epidemic remain unaffected by the continuous approximations, and the discrepancies are limited to few areas with a small number of cases. On the other hand, the continuous assumption has significant operational advantages; in particular, it allows the fast simulation of the Oð10,000Þ runs that are needed to calibrate the model and the formal model comparison. Overall, for the specific scope of this study, we deem the continuous approximation reasonable. (Table S1 ), in the 11 regions of Senegal. Shaded bands show the 2.5-97.5 percentile bounds of the uncertainty related to parameter estimation (dark blue) and of the total uncertainty assuming Gaussian, homoscedastic error (light blue).
Finger et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1522305113 Fig. S3 . Reported (red line) and modeled number of new cases per week for the entire country of Senegal (first row), and for the regions of Diourbel (second row), Dakar (third row), and Thiés (last row) according to models D (first column, not including mobility fluxes), E (second column, not including the overcrowding effect), and G (third column, not including rainfall). Blue lines correspond to model runs with the best posterior parameter set. Shaded bands shown correspond to the 2.5-97.5 percentiles of the uncertainty related to parameter estimation (dark blue) and of the total uncertainty assuming Gaussian, homoscedastic error (light blue).
Finger et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1522305113 +, Denotes the inclusion of the corresponding mechanism in the model; −, denotes its absence. *Note that human mobility fluxes and overcrowding both depend on human mobility estimates but can be taken into account separately. See Model Selection for more details.
Dataset S2. Quantity Q_ij(t), which represents the community-level average fraction of time that users living in arrondissement i spend in arrondissement j during day t, as estimated from mobile phone data Dataset S2 Arrondissements are ordered as in Dataset S1. The file is organized as a series of matrices, one for every day t, which are separated by an empty line and identified with a sequential number indicating the day of the year. This dataset is provided only for reproducibility of the results. For any other use, a request should be submitted to Orange/Sonatel. The original dataset used to estimate this quantity can no longer be legally accessed.
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